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Webster, in an early edition of his dictionary, goes out of his way to ... investigated in every fashion; all this before venturing to make use of the new passage. If there is a packing of trunks ...

Modern Cats
Therefore, though it appears to be modeled on Latin in the fashion of nonsense words like "hocus ... as do viewers. A special dictionary could be made up of conundra. Helen Scott, Mitcham ...

What is the correct plural of conundrum?
Peter Cade/ The phrase is common on the hit British reality show "Love Island." "He's going on a date with Amber? I feel so mugged off right now." "You're mugging me off." In the same vein, to "mug ...

60 British phrases that will confuse anybody who didn't grow up in the UK
A vast room, with the visible rafters of well-seasoned, dark-hued oak; a huge fireplace where blazed big logs, cheerfully but somewhat ineffectually, after the fashion of the day, scorching faces ...

The Forty Immortals
Others have bemoaned dictionaries’ additions of colloquial definitions to their pages, illustrated in the backlash to the Oxford English Dictionary ... might seem like nonsense, but that ...

The most popular slang word the year you were born
according to Urban Dictionary: When you type nonsense into your phone in an attempt to make it look as though you have people to correspond with so as not to appear like a loser. 'It's often ...

Jill Biden reveals why she and Joe fight via 'fexting' in Harper's Bazaar interview
to entertain us in a kind of high school pep-rally fashion. In other words, if the products fascinate and charm us, then the CEO has an obligation to fascinate and charm us as well. Nonsense.

Apple's Tim Cook Is Not Required to Entertain Us
Geordie Shore first aired more than a decade ago and MTV has confirmed fans will soon be able to see some of their favourites get together in a special reunion series ...

Where the Geordie Shore OGs are now - OnlyFans career, newlyweds and amazing weight loss
The main problem here is that, when inebriated, these “less weighty components” come out, as Lobo puts it, “in very disproportionate fashion ... talk-isnt-just-nonsense-says-study ...

Does Your “Drunk Personality” Portray Who You Truly Are?
[Spoilers ahead for RuPaul’s Drag Race All Stars season 7, episode 5] In the history of Drag Race, you are largely considered to be one of the show’s greatest fashion queens, and that ...

‘RuPaul’s Drag Race’ All Star Raja Does Not Identify as a ‘Fashion Queen’ — ‘I’m the O.G. Style Queen’
Musk then launched his heaviest charge against Palmer. "My kids wrote better code when they were 12 than the nonsense script Jackson sent me," the serial said. "Like I said, if it’s so great ...

Elon Musk Loses His Cool
(Biographical detail from Lawrence White, 'Desmond Ryan', Dictionary of Irish Biography ... and hurling oranges in the air in an abandoned fashion. 'He told us of a dream he had the night before.

Preparing to speak to history
Interestingly, his wife, Jenny Morrison, arrived at the Liberal Party event wearing a dress by the late Australian fashion designer ... “This sort of nonsense that we've seen … playing wedge ...

Anthony Albanese will be the next Prime Minister
Her strong and witty one-liners and her no-nonsense attitude helped her become the most popular ... Vicky’s catchphrase "tash on" became a new entry in the online Collins dictionary. The Wallsend ...
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